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designed to work in ways that were previously
only possible using a full drum kit. This

version features an all-digital drum console
and is inspired by and designed to work with

our Korg Open LS for LED MIDI. With an
internal sound engine that’s based on our

renowned True Bypass technology, the DOR
DX delivers world-class performance in a

minimal footprint, featuring a live-sounding,
flexible, hands-on playing experience. You can

also use Drum Synchronize and Effects
capabilities to control the loops via MIDI. The
DOR DX is equipped with 5x7 inch (DOR DXU)
or 6x10 inch (DOR DXU) pads that have dual
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sensitivity, allowing the sounds to be played
equally well whether you play the pads with
your hands or with a double-ended mallet.

With the "Dual" setting, just press one pedal
and the pads will vibrate in time with the
assigned drum and percussion sounds. In
addition, the DOR DX features 22 great-
sounding drum sounds, from acoustic to

electric to acoustic/electric hybrids, including
reverse and sustain settings for all of the

sounds. The DOR DX also features the ON/OFF
control for doubling the effect of the loop up

to a total of 6 tracks, a new feature that works
well with the high-quality loops you can record

on the DOR DX. Additional features include
trigger/gate windows for key-tracking, and the
ability to mix and modify your drum sounds in

the DOR Synthesizer. The DOR DX model is
compatible with our DXP1 Mk II Interface (sold

separately). In addition, it is included in the
DXK1 interface bundle. This model is an

update to the 9" DOR model (available now).
It's perfect for small to medium-sized practice

and performance spaces (student rooms,
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